
Learning 
from You
With LG, It’s All Possible



Redefine your customers’ smartphone experience by giving 

them true innovation from understanding. LG G2 was created 

as the next evolution in technology and performance, made 

possible by learning from their needs. When they speak, it 

listens. When they touch, it responds. When they ask, it answers. 

LG G2 is the first US smartphone to launch with the ultra-

powerful Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 800 processor and it’s 

encased in our most intuitive design thus far. It fuels an engaging 

user interface that clears the way to conquer every task or take 

on creativity at every turn. The high-quality camera develops 

every story flawlessly, while the display brings imagery to life 

by showing off vivid colors. They can lean on the long-lasting 

battery all day and engage with an on-device experience 

that’s as personal as their own signature. It is a multifaceted 

smartphone packed with features to give each one of your 

customers something to love. 

Surpass your customers’ expectations and place LG G2 in their 

hands —it’ll make them wonder how they ever lived without it.
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Capture Life’s Moments Pick up on True Power Enhance Your Experience

13 MP Optical Image Stabilization (OIS) Camera 
Capture sharp pictures and smooth videos with LG G2’s 13 MP camera, 
featuring breakthrough optical image stabilization (OIS) technology. It 
maintains focus while you hold the camera, for less blur in photos and less 
shaking in videos—even in low-light settings. 

Scratch-Resistant Sapphire Crystal Glass – Ensures greater durability 
and captures clearer images. 

Super Resolution Zoom – Provides more detail and sharper zoom quality, 
helping maintain clarity with 8 times the normal digital zoom.

Multi-Point Autofocus – Improves focus and depth of field with 9 AF 
points, especially for images with multiple faces or moving objects.

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 800 2.26 GHz 
Quad-Core Processor + 4G LTE
For super-fast performance and a seamless user 
experience, LG G2 is the first US smartphone 
powered by the industry-leading processor, and 
complimented by 4G LTE network speed.*
* 4G LTE speed not available everywhere.

Step Design 3,000 mAh SiO+ Battery
LG G2’s step design 3,000 mAh battery gives you impressive power, without 
compromising style. SiO+ technology enables maximum storage capacity and 
long-lasting efficiency, with a thinner profile than traditional batteries. Plus, the 
added GRAM chipset saves battery life with up to 20% less power consumption.* 
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The step design fills the dead space 
created by the sloping edges. This gives 
LG G2 the ability to maximize capacity 
within the device’s slim design.

QuickRemote

Instinctive Design with Refined Rear Key
LG G2’s intuitively placed rear key enables smooth, natural navigation. Its 
clever placement is directly under the finger when held in-hand—making it so 
easy to use, you’ll wonder why it hasn’t always been there.

Near Zero Bezel for Edge-to-Edge Viewing 
LG G2’s sleek design and sensational near edge-to-edge screen are 
encased in a narrow 0.1" bezel (2.65 mm) for maximized display area and 
premium design aesthetic.

A symmetrical design and 
slim body provide for an 
optimized grip feeling.

Shot & Clear
Shot & Clear eliminates unwanted moving objects from the background of 
your images, for more perfect shots. 

Full HD Video Recording
1080p Video Recording captures more detail and plays it back on-screen, 
so you can take full HD anywhere you go.

Tracking Zoom 
Tracking Zoom lets you zoom in on a moving subject and follow their  
actions in a picture-in-picture frame overlapping the background video.

Zoom to Track 
Simply select a moving object on your screen while watching a video, and 
Zoom to Track follows it throughout the entire clip.

Capture Plus & Clip Tray
Capture Plus allows you to save a full web 
page rather than a limited screen capture. 
And Clip Tray lets you copy and store 
multiple items—such as full web pages—to a 
PC-like clipboard that pops up at the bottom 
of the screen, to save or send a collection 
of options.

Slide Aside
Move between up to three apps at once, 
by using three fingers to slide your current 
screen aside, and access another app.    

Q Series

QSlide - Multitask efficiently with the ability 
to open two additional windows over your 
main screen, and adjust their window size and 
transparency.

QuickMemo™ - Write or draw on any screen 
using just a finger, adding a personal touch to 
everything. And with On-Call Notes, jot down 
ideas during a call and access them later on 
from LG G2’s call log entry. 

QuickRemote™ - Turn your LG G2 into a 
programmable remote to control multiple 
compatible electronic devices such as TVs, 
cable set-top-boxes, audio systems, and even 
air conditioners. 

Audio Zoom
Focus in on what you want to hear with Audio Zoom. This unique feature uses 
multiple stereo mics to amplify sound from a specified angle and  
de-emphasize the surrounding noise for video recording and playback.

Plug & Pop
Plug in an earphone or USB Cable to LG G2 and the related features or apps 
will appear instantly on the home screen.

Answer Me
When LG G2 is ringing, lift the device to decrease the ringtone volume or 
bring to your ear to answer an incoming call.

Dual Recording/Dual Camera 
Activate the front and rear cameras simultaneously with Dual Recording/
Dual Camera to put both you and your subject in the shot with picture-in-
picture technology. 

QSlide

5.2" Full HD IPS Display 
Enjoy an immersive viewing experience that fits perfectly in your hand with 
G2’s 5.2" Full HD IPS display. Its sharp, 423 ppi resolution shows off every 
detail, while its IPS display gives you bright whites and rich colors, with a 
16:9 cinema-like presentation.

Guest Mode
Customize LG G2’s experience with two modes, one for yourself and one for 
a child or guest, helping keep your personal information and device settings 
safer.* Access Guest Mode by unlocking the device with a separate lock screen 
pattern, letting you control which apps are available for a different user.
* Some owner/personal content and information may still be accessible to a user in Guest Mode.

KnockON
A simple knocking gesture is all it takes to wake LG G2’s display without  
picking it up or pressing the power key. LG G2 senses the gesture and turns 
the display on or off automatically.

0.1" (2.65 mm)

*The LG G2 Battery utilizes a GRAM chipset that stores and reuses static displays (ex: home screen) so the 
processor doesn’t have to reprocess the same data, therefore enabling up to 20% less power consumption.
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KEY FEATURES
• Powerful Snapdragon™ 800 2.26 GHz Quad-Core Processor
• Long-Lasting Battery -  3,000 mAh SiO+
• Vivid 5.2" 1080p Full HD IPS Display
• 13 MP High Resolution Optical Image Stabilization (OIS) Camera
• Intuitive Rear Key Placement for Ambidextrous Use
• Slide Aside Moves Freely Between Three Apps 
• QSlide Layers Windows for Advanced Multitasking
• Clip Tray Saves Multiple Selected Items to a Pop-Up Clipboard
• On-Call Notes Stores a QuickMemo™ in a Call Log Entry
• QuickRemote™ Controls Compatible Home Electronics  

SPECIFICATIONS
• Platform: Android 4.2.2 (Jelly Bean)
• Technology: GSM, UMTS, LTE
• Network: GSM Quad Band/UMTS Tri Band/LTE Quad Band
• Frequencies: GSM 850/900/1800/1900 MHz, UMTS 850/1900/2100, LTE 

850/1900/700/AWS
• Data Transmission: EDGE, GPRS Class 10, UMTS (W-CDMA), HSPA+, LTE
• Wi-Fi Connectivity: 802.11a/b/g/n/ac
• Bluetooth Wireless Technology Version 4.0 
• Dimensions: 5.45" (H) x 2.79" (W) x 0.35" (D)
• Weight: 5.04 oz.
• Talk Time: up to 17.9 Hours*
• Internal Memory: 32 GB (Up to 22 GB for User memory)  

All materials in this brochure including, without limitation, the design, and the text are the property of LG Electronics, Inc. Copyright © 2013  
LG Electronics, Inc. All rights reserved. LG, LG Life’s Good, and the LG logo are registered trademarks of LG Corp. Android is a trademark of Google, 
Inc. All other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. All features, functionality, and other product specifications are 
subject to change. Screen shots are simulated and subject to change.

LGE MobileComm U.S.A., Inc.
1000 Sylvan Ave.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
Cust. Service: (800) 793-8896

* Certain features may use more power and cause actual time to vary.
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